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Abstract

A new approach of network topological design is presented. The experimental results and
some discussions are given.

1 Introduction

This paper solves a realistic problem of redesigning a company private data network. Ten data
centers in ten different cities are connected by 56 kbps links in the original network. The objective
of redesigning is to minimize the cost of the network by optimizing the topological design and using
two kinds of links ( T1 links and 56 kbps links ) instead of using 56kbps links only. The resulting
network has the following properties.

1) Feasibility: The transmission capacity between any two cities is at least equal to the traffic
requirement. The traffic requirements are given as a matrix.

2) Optimality: The network satisfies 1) and has the least possible cost.
The topological design problem can be formulated as an integer programming problem, but

the number of constraint equations quickly becomes very large for even small problems. In this
respect the problem is similar to the classical Traveling Salesman problem, which has long resisted
attempts at exact solutions that are computationally practical. Any present analytical methods
cannot provide a practical exact solution for the problem. However, some work on approximate
methods has been successful and has led to efficient approaches of finding low cost solutions in
practical computation time [3] [2] [8] [5] . Unfortunately, all existing heuristic methods cannot
guarantee to find the globally optimal solution. The practicality of all approaches is based on the
assumption that randomly found local optima are, with high probability, close in cost to the global
optimum. Although their experimental results have been good, the procedure of finding a nearly
global optimum by finding a lot of local optima from different starting networks results in large (
though practical) computation time. Also with very high probability, the global optimum will not
appear in the procedure. Moreover, although there are some heuristic approaches to the problem
of selecting link capacities from a finite set of options, rigorous results are scarce.

Simulated annealing is a probabilistic method which is based on the physical process whereby a
molten solid is slowly cooled so that it eventually "freezes" into a minimum energy configuration.
SA allows 'hill climbing' moves to climb out of local optima and ultimately terminates at the global
optimum. The cooling schedule and the transition mechanism of SA are based on the observation
that combinatorial optimization problems exhibit properties similar to physical systems with many
degrees of freedom. Experimental results [4] [7] [6] show that SA produces good solutions for
combinatorial optimization problems with many local optima. The recently introduced pipeline
algorithm [1] is based on SA, but works faster than traditional SA. In this paper, we use the
pipeline algorithm to solve the topological design problem.

The topological design problem contains a subproblem which requires a routing algorithm to
check the feasibility and evaluate the delay and throughput of any given topology. The routing
problem can be formulated as a variation of the classical "multicommodity flow" problem and can
be approached as a separable convex programming problem. However, for networks with more than
a few nodes, this approach is extremely expensive for repeated applications of the routing algorithm
during the design stage. Chou and Frank derived a "Cut Saturation Algorithm" in [5], where it is
shown that this algorithm yields near optimal performance and is inexpensive to operate during the
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design stage. Our algorithm for the routing subproblem is based on the "Cut Saturation Algorithm"
with a constraint that any path between any two cities passes through at most two intermediate
cities.

We describe the redesign problem in detail in section 2. We will not present the pipeline
algorithm and the Cut Saturation Algorithm" in this paper. Readers can refer to [1] and [5] for
more details about these two algorithms. We show the applications of these two algorithms in our
problem in section 2. Experimental results and discussions are given in section 3.

2 A Problem of Redesigning a Company Private Data
Network

The original network was constructed with 56 kbps links connecting ten data centers in ten
different cities as described by matrix in table 1. The matrix is used as the traffic requirements
matrix. Figure 1 shows the connections of the original network. We can use Tl links besides 56
kbps links in our design. The capacity of a Tl link is 24 times larger than the capacity of a 56 kbps
link, but the cost of a Tl link is between 4 times and 7 times the cost of a 56 kbps link depending
on the length of the link. Thus we have nonlinear discrete cost functions like the one we show in
figure 2. According to tariff tables provided by AT&T (table 2 and table 3), we get a matrix which
indicates the smallest number of 56 kbps links which exceeds the cost of a Tl link (table 4).

SAC-
LA 4

FTW

NYC

( Cost: 203440 )

( All numbers in the figure indicate the number of 56 kbps links.)

Figure 1: Original Network

Our problem is to reconstruct the topology of the network using both T~ links ~d 56 kbps lin~s

in order to minimize the cost of the network. A block diagram of topological design procedure IS

shown in figure 3. A block diagram of routing procedure is shown in figure 4.
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56 kbps Backbone Network
ATL CHI DEN FTW LA MIL MYC PBG SAC STL

ATL - - - - 8 - - - -

CHI - - - - 4 - - - -
DEN - - 4 - - - - - -
FTW - - 4 4 16 - - 8 8

LA - - - 4 - - - - -

MIL 8 4 - 16 - 8 4 - -

MYC - - - - - 8 - - -

PBG - - - - - 4 - - -

SAC - - - 8 - - - - -

STL - - - 8 - - - - -

Table 1: Traffic Requirements

COST

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
• • • • • • • • •

CAPACITY OF A CONNECTION

The cost of a link Is a function of capacity. assuming multiple 56 kps lines
are used upto where a single T1 line Is cheaper. The cost begins to rise
again when the T1 line must be augmented by additional 56 kps lines .

Figure 2: Typical Cost Function
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56k BPS DDS
ATL CHI DEN FTW LA MIL MYC PBG SAC STL

ATL 2400 3450 2680 4670 2530 2670 2290 4920 2150
CHI 2400 2960 2790 4340 950 2610 1980 4430 1530
DEN 3450 2960 2490 2800 2950 4150 3630 2910 2750
FTW 2680 2790 2490 3450 2880 3770 3260 3790 2370
LA 4670 4340 2800 3450 4340 5530 5000 1840 4080
MIL 2530 950 2950 2880 4340 2650 2090 4400 1720
MYC 2670 2610 4150 3770 5530 2650 1690 5630 2880
PBG 2290 1980 3630 3260 5000 2090 1690 5120 2350
SAC 4920 4430 2910 3790 1840 4400 5630 5120 4250
STL 2150 1530 2750 2370 4080 1720 2880 2350 4250

Table 2: 56 kbps links tariff ( plus 480 as additional charge)

T1 Links
ATL CHI DEN FTW LA MIL MYC PBG SAC STL

ATL 11680 21340 14260 32530 12910 14150 10660 34860 9810

CHI 11680 16810 15310 29520 3840 13620 8960 30310 6650

DEN 21340 16810 12550 15400 16720 27790 23010 16330 14920

FTW 14260 15310 12550 21320 16070 24240 19540 24470 11390

LA 32530 29520 15400 21320 29510 40410 35570 8240 27120

MIL 12910 3840 16720 16070 29510 13950 9510 30040 7640

MYC 14150 13620 27790 24240 40410 13950 7470 41320 16090

PBG 10660 8960 23010 19540 35570 9510 7470 36610 11230

SAC 34860 30310 16330 24470 8240 30040 41320 36610 28660

STL 9810 6650 14920 11390 27120 7640 16090 11230 28660

Table 3: T1 links tariff ( plus 1310 as additional charge)
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ATL CHI DEN FTW LA MIL MYC PBG SAC STL
ATL 5 6 5 7 5 5 5 7 5
CHI 5 6 6 7 4 5 5 7 4
DEN 6 6 5 6 6 7 6 6 5
FTW 5 6 5 6 6 6 6 7 5

LA 7 7 6 6 7 7 7 5 7
MIL 5 4 6 6 7 5 5 7 4
MYC 5 5 7 6 7 5 4 8 6
PBG 5 5 6 6 7 5 4 7 5
SAC 7 7 6 7 5 7 8 7 7
STL 5 4 5 5 7 4 6 5 7

Table 4:

STARTING FROM THE
ORIGINAL NETWORK

INITIALIZE PARAMETERS
SET UP THE NUMBER OF

MOVES

RANDOMLY SELECT ONE
__----~OR TWO CONNECTIONS TO

CHANGE THE CAPACITIES

NO

:NQ

NO

IST~
SOLUTION
FEASIBLE?

Figure 3: Block diagram of topological design procedure
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Figure 4: Block diagram of routing procedure

3 Experimental Results and Discussions

We first give two examples of one 3 node network and one 4 node network in figure 5 and figure
6. We get the globally optimal solutions in a few seconds. For these simple problems, the results
can be checked by inspection. In our 10 node network problem, the running time must be more
than half an hour in order to guarantee the globally optimal solution in every run. The percentage
of runs that find the globally optimal solution becomes smaller when the running time is shorter,
but the results are usually nearly optimal and acceptable solutions may be obtained in less time
than is required to guarantee the globally optimal solution. The globally optimal solution and two
good solutions are shown in figure 7.

To large network (more than 100 nodes), the running time of finding the globally optimal solution
in every run will be impractically long. However, the most important fact is that the global optimum
can be found by our approach. If we run many times inshort running time, we will get the global
optimum several times. We can find the global optimum by this way, or if necessary, as mentioned
above, we can find a good solution instead of the best solution in less running time. Thus, our
approach is also promising to large network.

Further more, we can easily produce a couple of good solutions. It is very important to our
customer because they will use informal preference to select a good solution but not necessarily the
best one due to other realistic considerations.
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ATL ATL

(a) Original Network
( Cost: 65570 )

(b) Globally Optimal Network

( Cost: 22890 )

Figure 5: 3 Node Network

D

rrw
(a) Orginal Network

( Cost: 145780 )

ATL
FTW Tl

(b) Globally Optimal Network

( Cost: 45300 )

Figure 6: 4 Node Network
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SAC

LA

LA

DEN

FTW

(cost 97500)

(a) Globally Optimal Network

F'IW

(cost 97640)

NYC

ATL

NYC

NYC

ATL

LA
FTW

(cost 97750)

(b) Two Good Solutions

Figure 7: Result Networks
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4 Conclusion

A new approach of network topological design has been presented in this paper. Experimental
results show that it robustly and quickly finds good solutions. We know of no practical alternative
for finding the globally optimal solution. This approach also turns out to be an effective method to
solve the problem of selecting link capacities from a finite set of options, which is one of the most
difficult of all network design problems.
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